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Adaptable RX Rooms, Counters,
and Fixtures Expertly Crafted
by Uniweb, Inc.
Uniweb designs and manufactures dynamic and flexible modular rooms, storage bays,
counters, lock-ups, and consultation spaces delivering maximum work-flow and efficiency.
Infinite room sizes, aesthetics, and equipment configurations available!

Founded:

1970
Employees:
100+
Toll-Free Phone: (800) 486-4932
Phone:
(951) 279-7999
Fax:
(951) 279-7989
Address:
222 South Promenade Avenue, Corona, CA 92879
Website:
www.uniwebinc.com
LinkedIn:
www.linkedin.com/company/uniweb-incFacebook:
www.facebook.com/pages/UniwebInc/206393936052217
Instagram:
www.instagram.com/uniweb_inc

Company Background
n Strong As Steel For Over 50 Years!
Founded in 1970, Uniweb’s expertise is the design and manufacturing of
unrivaled quality fixtures that go beyond the retail pharmacy doors. Whether
it is new construction, relocation, or a renovation, Uniweb offers a complete
line of fixture solutions and innovative designers to guide you to success.
With Uniweb, retailers will increase their existing space by re-imagining
their approach to fixturing and employing more profitable, high-density
fixtures. The ultimate beauty of Uniweb’s craftsmanship … as your needs
change, so can your space! Their factory built custom units deliver longlasting fixtures that can easily be reconfigured and updated, giving your
space the resources to grow as your sales demands change.
Another significant feature of Uniweb is the company’s domestic sourcing
and operations, which allow for a turnkey approach. Made in the U.S.
means that in a matter of weeks — as opposed to months — Uniweb
designs, builds, ships, and installs fixtures that satisfy retailers’ operational
requirements and help merchants achieve sales goals.

Product Overview
n Uniweb is the Multi-Tool of the Fixturing Industry
Uniweb creates complete modular rooms, clean-line wall storage panels,
retail merchandising, RX fixtures, behind-the-scene storage, locking
cabinets, and adjustable height workstations. The walls, counters,
cabinets, shelving, and accessories provide unlimited expansible
flexibility, while giving you the freedom to design and equip your space
for unsurpassed utility and appearance at an affordable price.
After becoming a premier fixture supplier in the retail market, Uniweb
became pioneers and leaders in the development of shelving in the
pharmacy fixture sector. Their RX product lines are all designed to
provide efficient work areas for pharmacists and their teams. Uniweb
RX systems hold more products in the same footprint over conventional
systems; more profit to the bottom line! Uniweb will help you improve

your service flow, increase productivity, maintain pharmacy security, and
add new technology, while bringing the operation in on budget with
unmatched products and support!

Why Use Uniweb Rx Systems?

Uniweb offers a host of products for retailers looking to expand their
pharmacy section without any dramatic increase in space allocation.
For example, the company offers counter wall fixtures, pharmacy wall
fixtures, gondolas, end caps, workstations, and locking units. Uniweb Rx
bay systems do not have a break in between and behind bays, but instead
maintains continuous inventory shelving. The removable 16-inch trays
are easy to adjust. Pharmacy staff does not need to remove drugs from
the tray when repositioning and trays can be positioned on the panel
to accommodate the tallest bottle so there is little or no wasted space.
This system will increase product storage by a minimum of 17% to 25%
and, in some cases, by as much as 50%.

Testimonials

“We have recently installed Uniweb’s modular consultation rooms in 14 of our
18 pharmacy locations. The rooms were simple to install, less expensive than
conventional construction, built with the strength and durability I expect from
Uniweb products, and look great. Our patients are appreciating the added privacy
the rooms provide.”
— Greg Jones, R.Ph., MBA, Harmon City, Inc., Director of Pharmacy

“We’ve been doing business with Uniweb for over 15 years. They provide quality
products at a fair price, combined with excellent, responsive customer service.
They are true partners in helping us find solutions for our fixture and space needs.”
— Donna R. Montemayor R.Ph, HEB, Director, Pharmacy Professional
Services, Marketing & Strategic Initiatives

Flex Modular Counter Systems

Integrated and accommodating clutter-free functional workstations
engineered to meet your specifications. As your needs change, simply
rearrange or provide a single new component without having to reorder
the entire counter run. The unit can be equipped with shelves, cabinets,
countertops, electrical hookups, windows, locking doors, an array of
storage above and below the consult desk, and infinite accessories. Built to
size and color specifications and with metal or enhanced laminate exterior.
Adjustable height workstations also available! Keep your team organized
and supplies conveniently within reach, allowing for maximum workflow!

Ordering Information

Please contact us at (800) 486-4932 or at www.uniwebinc.com to
assist you with your shelving and equipment needs. Uniweb provides
a wide variety of American-made shelving options and accessories.
Their dedicated sales executive can advise you as to the utility and cost.
What are your challenges?
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